
Height (cm): 47
Shade diameter (cm): 12.5
Tube diameter (cm): 1.5
Tilt angle: 180°

48815011

Adrian

Adrian

Item number: 48815011 Grey
EAN: 5701581462489 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Metal/Plastic
IP20, Class 2 (Double isolated), 230V 
Cord: 150 cm, Black textile cable
Can the cable be replaced? No
Switch on the cable
E27, Max. 25W, Light source not included
 
Area: Indoor
Energy class A++ - E

With its raw and industrial design, the Adrian series creates a contrast 
to the bright and feminine Nordic interior style. The interaction between 
the rough surface and the integrated screws reinforces the industrial 
expression. In contrast to the rough design, the screen creates cosy 
lighting with downward light and simultaneously spreads the light out 
into the room through the screws on the side, contributing to a whole 
new lighting experience.

This luminaire is 
compatible with bulbs of 
the energy classes:

 A++

 A+

 A
 B
 C
 D
 E
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Height (cm): 47
Shade diameter (cm): 12.5
Tube diameter (cm): 1.5
Tilt angle: 180°

48815003

Adrian

Adrian

Item number: 48815003 Black
EAN: 5701581462380 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Metal/Plastic
IP20, Class 2 (Double isolated), 230V 
Cord: 150 cm, Black/White textile cable
Can the cable be replaced? No
Switch on the cable
E27, Max. 25W, Light source not included
 
Area: Indoor
Energy class A++ - E

With its raw and industrial design, the Adrian series creates a contrast 
to the bright and feminine Nordic interior style. The interaction between 
the rough surface and the integrated screws reinforces the industrial 
expression. In contrast to the rough design, the screen creates cosy 
lighting with downward light and simultaneously spreads the light out 
into the room through the screws on the side, contributing to a whole 
new lighting experience.

This luminaire is 
compatible with bulbs of 
the energy classes:

 A++

 A+

 A
 B
 C
 D
 E

Dimmable: No
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